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of complex and intertwined motivations, and they
recoup certain private benefits while contributing to
OSS projects [3, 31, 32, 43]. Consequently, researchers
have proposed that the OSS model is a privatecollective innovation model and represents a rich and
fertile middle ground where incentives for private
investment and collective action can coexist [20, 49].
A related problem is free-riding or inequality of
code contribution to OSS development: although many
projects can potentially attract a large number of
programmers, quite often only a small number of
individuals code the software [13, 27]. If not properly
addressed, the free-riding problem can potentially
derail the development of OSS projects [4, 42], and
will endanger the application of OSS model to other
areas as well. Thus how to promote participation and
reduce free-riding is of strategic importance not only to
OSS development but also to the success of open
innovation in general.
Recent studies propose that modular code
architecture can potentially reduce free-riding in OSS
development [4, 25]. In a modular design, the whole
software code base for one project is divided into
several loosely coupled segments or modules that
communicate with each other through common
interfaces [38], and consequently the code structure is
transformed from a monolithic architecture into a
modular architecture. The responsibility for developing
each module can be delegated to specific individuals
[36], and subsequently participation tends to be
equalized under the modular architecture [4, 25].
However, as far as we know, no research has examined
the effect of modular architecture on OSS
development.
Our research contributes to the literature in
several important ways. First, OSS is typically
considered as a pure public good in prior studies [4,
25], while our model incorporates both the public
goods characteristics and the private aspects of OSS
development. Second, in the literature code
contribution by participants is often modeled as a
binary variable (programmers either code or do not
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1. Introduction
Open source software (OSS) has attracted
researchers’ attention largely because of its unique
approach of software production [31, 32, 49]. With the
success of open source projects such as Linux, Apache,
MySQL, Perl, PHP, and Mozilla, the OSS development
model not only has changed the landscape of the
software industry, but also has important implications
for product development and innovation in general [15,
40, 45, 49].
One of the key questions in OSS research is the
motivations for programmers to contribute to the code
base. Under the traditional software development
model, programmers are hired and collocated to code
the software projects. But in the open source model,
programmers are not typically paid and the software is
available to anybody for free [42], thus why
programmers are willing to participate in the
development of OSS has puzzled many researchers. 1
Recent studies have revealed that programmers do not
always contribute for free; rather, they contribute out
1

Although the popular image of the OSS movement portends an
entirely volunteer enterprise, the possibility of paid participation
should not be ignored as an obvious first-order explanation of
extrinsic motivations.
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code), but we consider the differences in the level of
contribution by participants. Third, in addition to the
diverse motivations, we also consider the resource
endowments of the participants, which prove to play
critical role in their reaction to the design of code
structure. Fourth, our research is the first attempt to test
the effect of modular architecture on OSS development
empirically.

Prior literature suggests that participants in the
OSS community mainly belong to two types, the
hobbyists who derive benefits from their own coding
activities and the need-driven participants who need to
use the OSS for their own purposes [45]. Hobbyists are
also referred as hackers in literature [49]. By
contributing to OSS code, hackers derive fun,
knowledge from their contribution, and gain peer
recognition and reputation [42, 46], and even signal
their talents to attract prospective employers and
venture capital [31]. In communities of open source
programmers, “hacker” is a very positive term that is
applied to very talented and dedicated programmers
[49], and hackers give and exchange their software so
others can modify and build upon so that the
community can form a “hacker culture” in which
software is freely exchanged and developed both
individually and collaboratively.
A closer examination of the roles played by needdriven participants reveals that they can be further
divided into two subtypes: project leaders and
onlookers. Project leaders are typically those who
initiate the projects trying to solve their own problems
[49], and they set up the virtual workspaces and
provide the initial code base for the projects [45]. The
primary motivation for leaders is the delivery of the
final product [42, 49]. Onlookers are the programmers
who join the projects after the project is initiated.
Similar to the leaders, their primary concern is also the
final software. They tend to contribute when they have
to (e.g., when the OSS project is in slow progress or
risk abandonment due to lack of contribution), which is
in clear contrast to hobbyists who contribute when they
want to.
One of the key design rules in software
development is modularity. Modularity is a general
systems concept [47] that describes the degree to
which a system’s components can be separated and
recombined (Schilling 2000). In a complex system
made up of large number of components that interact
with each other, a modular design can group the
components into a smaller number of subsystems so as
to reduce the interdependency between each
component [29]. Software development is one of the
areas that have witnessed the most mature application
of modular design of products [14]. Parnas [38] argues
that a software module captures a set of design
decisions which are hidden from other modules, and
the interactions among the modules should primarily
be through module interfaces, and that modular design
promotes encapsulation or information hiding by
separating the module’s interface from its
implementation. The benefits of modular architecture
include concurrent development, robustness to
interruption of the production process, reduced

2. Literature Review
Innovations are critical for the competitiveness of
firms and nations [8, 12, 39]. Traditionally, two models
of innovation development have been practiced: the
private model and the collective model. In the private
model, innovators invest private resources to develop
the innovation, and in return, they own the innovation
and collect private returns typically through property
rights [2, 9]. In the collective model, practiced mostly
in science, the innovators usually are subsidized to
develop the innovation and they relinquish control of
the knowledge developed and make it a public good by
unconditionally supplying the innovation to a
“common pool” [33, 37]. However, the OSS model
deviates from both these two models of innovation in
that innovators invest their own private resource for the
development of a public good, thus the OSS model
potentially represents a new type of innovation [49].
Contributions to OSS development are not pure public
goods — innovators have significant private
considerations even though the innovation will be
freely revealed, thus open source has been termed as a
private-collective model of innovation [49].
The private aspect of OSS contribution can be
clearly seen from the diverse motivations of
programmers. Over time, researchers have proposed a
series of inter-related intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations for OSS contribution from different
perspectives such as self use or “personal itch” [42,
49], affiliation and identity [23], signaling and career
concern [31], peer recognition [22, 28], reputation and
status [43], and hedonic motives such as enjoying
programming [23, 45], etc. Three observations from
these facts can be derived. First, rather than
contributing for free, programmers do derive benefits
from OSS code contribution. Even though
programmers do not gain immediate benefits, they
potentially gain delayed benefits in the future [31].
Second, the various benefits can fall into two
categories: private benefits such as fun, knowledge,
and career concern, and public benefits or the delivery
of the final OSS products. Third, whether participants
derive private benefits or public benefits depends
critically on the roles they play during the OSS
development process.
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communication cost, recombination of source code,
code reuse, and increased quality, etc. [17, 20]. In
addition to the above-mentioned benefits, researchers
have also proposed that modular code architecture is an
effective mechanism to alleviate free-riding in OSS
development, and in this regard, two most important
studies are [4, 25].
Johnson [25] models OSS development as a static
Bayesian game of code contribution. In his model, a
programmer can either choose to code one and only
one module under the modular architecture, or code the
whole project under the monolithic architecture if (s)he
chooses to code. Johnson finds that whether modular
design will encourage contribution depends on the size
of the project: when the number of programmers is
large enough, modular design out-performs monolithic
design; the situation reverses when there are few
programmers. In other word, modular design has the
potential to induce contribution for larger projects.
Extending Johnson’s work, Baldwin and Clark [4]
model OSS development as a game of complete and
perfect information. In their study, OSS code base
consists of multiple modules and each programmer
chooses to work on one and only one module. In other
words, each programmer faces a binary choice, either
to code or not to code. They show that under modular
design, the code contribution game has multiple
equilibria, and programmers assign themselves to
corresponding modules so that the workload is evenly
distributed among programmers. In other words,
modular code architecture can significantly reduce free
riding.
While path-breaking and insightful, the works of
Johnson [25] and Baldwin and Clark [4] leave some
questions unanswered. We believe that some of the
important aspects of OSS development need to be
incorporated when studying code contribution: First, as
discussed earlier, contributors are heterogeneous in
terms of their motivations and resource endowment,
which will play critical roles when contributors react to
the design of the code architecture [42]. Second, code
contribution is a collective effort, thus OSS code
contribution model should be flexible enough to
accommodate concurrent contributions and different
levels of contributions, instead of assuming that a
single module is coded only by one programmer at one
point in time. Indeed, early observations of the process
of OSS development reveal that OSS workspace is
very much like a “bazaar,” where programmers
contribute to the source code collectively [42]. Third,
we believe that it is important to distinguish between
two concepts in studying OSS development: code
participation and code contribution. Code participation
is a binary variable: either to code the project or not
[4]; in contrast, code contribution is a continuous

variable that measures how much a programmer codes
in terms of lines of code (LOC) or commits made to
the code base. In other words, code contribution is a
more accurate measure of free-riding than code
participation.
Next we develop a model for OSS code
contribution that incorporates the above features and
analyze the effect of code architecture on code
contribution.

3. Model
Programmers working on an OSS project incur a
variety of costs. By engaging in an OSS project,
programmers devote their time that otherwise could be
used working on other programming tasks, such as
their own proprietary projects [31, 45]. Suppose there
is one OSS project which enrolls N programmers
including leaders, onlookers, and hobbyists [49].
Beside the OSS project, programmers also engage in
their own proprietary projects. A programmer i is
endowed with total available work time of wi . A
programmer can allocate 0 ≤ xi ≤ wi units of time to
their proprietary projects. A programmer can spend the
rest of his time on an OSS project and his utility from
this activity depends on the modularity of the project
and his characteristics as a developer.
In OSS development, modular code architecture
can potentially affect the code contribution through
various mechanisms. First, a modular structure reduces
the cognitive cost of the potential contributors.
Modular design divides the project into loosely
coupled components, which are less complex [48] and
can be more easily identified and managed [1]. Thus
smaller and less complex code components decrease
the amount of information needs to be processed.
Indeed, modular design is consistent with the “divideand-conquer” philosophy in software engineering [5,
30]. Second, a modular structure reduces the
coordination cost among the project participants. Due
to the loosely-coupled nature, a modular design allows
one to contribute with less concern of the codes in
other modules, thus different modules can be
developed concurrently and then integrated later [34].
In other words, modular design supports “information
hiding” which is one of the most important principles
for modern programming. Therefore, a modular design
significantly cuts down coordination costs. Third,
because modules within the code base do not talk to
each other directly, code modifications made within
one module do not interfere with the functioning of
other modules, and code produced using modular
architecture tends to have fewer bugs and higher
quality. Fourth, a modular architecture helps potential
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∑ o ( g ) , which

contributors identify the code components that are
most interesting to them, facilitating the code
development. This is particularly important for OSS,
because programmers usually assign themselves to the
tasks rather than being assigned by the project leaders
as in proprietary software development teams [45].
Back to our model, the time a programmer spends
on an OSS project can be further divided into two
parts: the time devoted to coding, defined as gi , for
the ith programmer, and the time spent on processing
information about the module(s) he is working on and
coordinating with other developers. Based on our
previous analysis the second time component decreases
when a project has a more modular structure. We use
variable m to measure the level of modularity of the
code structure: a higher m corresponds to a more
modular design and vice versa. Define C i ( g i ) as the

the programmers is given by O =

coordination cost, then the time that programmer i
spends on information processing and coordination on
an OSS project can be written as Ci / m . It is
understandable that the time for information processing
and coordination is positively correlated with the time
spent on coding: the more time a programmer devotes
to coding (and thus generating more lines of code), the
more time he has to allocate to coordinating with
others. Therefore, the ith programmer’s time constraint
can be written as:

utility function of programmer i can then be expressed
as: ui ( xi , gi , G ) . Thus a utility maximizing
programmer i solves the following problem:

xi + gi +
where

Ci ( gi )

Ci ( gi )
m

increases

i

i

N

will be shared by all programmers despite their actual
levels of contribution. To simplify the analysis, assume
the code production function for all programmers is the
same, oi ( gi ) = o( gi ) , and o( yi ) is linear and
increasing

in

yi

.

Therefore,

we

have:

O = ∑ o ( g i ) = o ( ∑ g i ) = o (G ) .
N

N

As discussed earlier, depending on their types,
programmers potentially derive utilities from three
sources: code contribution to their own proprietary
projects by spending the time xi ; their private benefit

gi amount of time;
and the outcome of the whole OSS project, O . The

from coding an OSS project for

max ui ( xi , gi , G; m)
xi , gi

s.t.

≤ wi

xi + gi +

Ci ( gi )

m
G− i + gi = G

≤ wi
(1)

gi ≥ 0
xi ≥ 0

with

g i . Define

where

ci ( gi ) = dCi dgi . Thus ci ( gi ) > 0 .

G− i is the total time devoted to coding by all

other programmers except programmer i . We assume
that ui is increasing in all three variables.

This time constraint shows that the variable m in
fact determines the effective coding time that can be
spent on the OSS project for any units of time taken
away from developing the proprietary project. For any
units of time taken away from developing the
proprietary project, a higher m means more effective
units of time can be devoted to the coding of the OSS
project. This is precisely what we would expect from a
modular design: as the OSS code architecture gets
more modular, code contribution will be more efficient
and less costly. Without loss of generality, the
parameter m can be simply understood as the number
of modules in a project. However, our model can also
represent any alternative measure of modularity for
code architecture.
The time spent on coding g i produces oi ( gi )

As [4] and [25], the model retains the strategic
interactions among contributors when deciding on their
own contribution level. But our model has several
advantages over models presented in prior studies.
First, it considers code contribution as a continuous
variable. Second, it allows multiple programmers to
code the same module thus more closely reflects real
programming practices. Third, it incorporates the facts
that individual programmers are constrained by their
resource endowment ( wi ), and when considering code
contribution, they need to allocate resources between
two alternative activities. The maximization problem
shows that there is a tradeoff between the time
programmer i allocates to his propriety project and to
the OSS project.
Next we model the three types of programmers
discussed earlier and study how a modular design

lines of code and the total lines of code provided by all
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highest for hackers, then onlookers, and the lowest for
leaders.
Proposition 2 shows an interesting result: the ones
with the most to gain contribute the least. Anticipating
the contributions from hackers and onlookers, the
leaders strategically hold back their efforts.
Proposition 3: There exists a unique level of
modularity m i* for the ith programmer, at which his
time coding the OSS project is maximized. Further,

could potentially affect code contribution for different
types of contributors.
As discussed earlier, leaders, onlookers, and
hobbyists attach different importance to private benefit
from coding and the whole OSS source code. First,
prior literature has shown that project leaders attach
more importance to the OSS project than the followers
[32]. In contrast, hobbyists derive utilities mainly from
their fun, knowledge, and reputation gained from
coding their parts of OSS source code, as well as their
own proprietary projects.
We use a parameter αi to differentiate these three
types of programmers in modeling their utilities from
the OSS project. We assume that the utility function
for code contribution to proprietary projects is the
same for all three types, and is simply the time spent
on proprietary projects, xi . The model presented in (1)
is thus transformed to:

dgi*
dgi*
*
> 0 if m < mi , and
< 0 if m > mi* .
dm
dm
Corollary 1: For a given pool of N programmers
with the type of each fixed, there exists a unique level
of modularity m * such that the total time contributed
to an OSS project G is maximized.
Propositions 2 and 3, and Corollary 1, reveal the
effects of modular architecture on the actual levels of
code contribution for the OSS projects.
Next we model the inequality of code contribution
among programmers. Note that inequality of code
contribution is not merely free riding in code
participation. In prior studies [4, 25], the term free
riding is often used to describe the phenomenon where
some programmers do not contribute at all and hence
free ride over those who do contribute. In our model
the level of contribution by each programmer is a
continuous decision rather than a binary one, and some
participants contribute more than others. Therefore, our
discussion on inequality of code contribution is richer
than the free riding issue studied in the literature - free
riding would be an extreme case of our model where
some participants choose not to contribute (i.e.,
g i* = 0 for some programmers).
There are various measures for inequality of
resources or contributions in literature, and probably
the best known is the Gini coefficient, which is widely
used to measure income inequality and is defined as
one-half of the relative mean difference, the arithmetic
average of the absolute values of differences between
all pairs of values [44]. Consistent with prior studies on
OSS code contribution [27], we use Gini coefficient to
measure the inequality of code contribution among
programmers within a project:

max ui = α i s ( gi , m) + (1 − α i )r (G ) + xi
xi , gi

s.t.

xi + gi +

Ci ( gi )

m
G− i + gi = G

≤ wi
(2)

gi ≥ 0
xi ≥ 0
where α i s ( g i , m) is the utility function from private

benefits, (1 − α i ) r (G ) is the utility function from
public benefits, and 0 ≤ α i ≤ 1 . If αi is low, it
represents a leader; if αi is high (but lower than 1), it
represents an onlooker; if α i = 1 , it means a hacker.
Further, the following stylized properties are satisfied:
sgi > 0 , sm < 0 , s gi gi < 0 , s gi m < 0 , sgi mm < 0 ,

s gi m < 0 , sgi gi m < 0 , rG > 0 , and rGG < 0 .
It is straightforward that the time constraint will
be binding in equilibrium. Therefore, the
maximization problem presented in (2) can be further
simplified as:
max ui = α i s ( g i ) + (1 − α i ) r ( G− i + g i ) + wi − g i −
gi

Ci ( g i )
m

( 3)

N

We obtain the following propositions.
Proposition 1: For the code contribution game
defined in the maximization problem (3), there exists a
unique Nash Equilibrium where the ith programmer
spends g i* units of time on an OSS project.
Proposition 2: The time the ith programmer
contributed to coding an OSS project g i* is the

Gini =

N

∑∑ g

i

− gj

i =1 j =1

2N 2 g

(4)

gi (or g j ) is the contribution made by
programmer i (or j), g the average contribution made
where

by a whole project, and N is the number of
programmers on the project (no matter they contribute
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or not). In this study, we use two measures of code
contribution to calculate the Gini coefficient: the
number of commits and the lines of code (LOC)
contributed by a programmer. It can be shown that
Gini ∈ [0,1] , and the higher the value of Gini, the
more severe the contribution inequality in the group
[44]. If Gini = 0, then every programmer contributes
the same, and if Gini = 1, only one programmer
contributes and the rest do not. Next we introduce a
proposition about how modular code architecture will
affect contribution inequality:
Proposition 4: Let Gini coefficient be the
measurement of contribution inequality, then

provides rich information for studying software
development activities, as it enables us to trace exactly
who contribute what to which module of the project
over time. The CVS log file has also been used in other
studies to examine the coding dynamics of OSS
development [26].
At SourceForge, projects are categorized into
foundries, or groups of projects that share a common
programming language. As of May 2006, there are
over 80,000 projects registered at SourceForge, thus
we restrict our sample only to the Java foundry. We
further restrict our samples to the projects that have at
least two programmers in order to study contribution
inequality. To avoid left censoring problem, we further
restrict our samples to projects registered on and after
January 1, 2003, so we can observe the complete
coding history for each of these projects until May
2006. This leaves us 517 projects in the final sample.
For each of the project, we identify the number of
modules, the age of the project (in months), the
programmers in each project, and coding activities of
each programmer, as well as other project
characteristics such as intended audience, operating
systems, and topics. In addition, we record the number
of commits and LOC made by each programmer within
a project.
The calculation of the Gini coefficients requires
two pieces of information: the total number of
programmers on a project and each programmer's code
contribution. Although the CVS log file has detailed
coding activities for all contributors, it does not record
those programmers who do not contribute at all; thus
Gini coefficients calculated purely based on the
contributors recorded in the CVS log file will be
biased. To solve the problem, we match the projects in
CVS log file to those in SourceForge data dump using
the unique Unix project names,4 so we can identify not
only those who contributed but also those who did not.
To examine the coding activities of programmers,
we need to identify the leaders, onlookers, and the
hackers. SourceForge dataset only identifies the
leaders, not onlooker and hackers. However,
SourceForge had a survey for all programmers in
January 2003. Three questions are helpful to identify
the likelihood that participants are willing to help
others. They are: 1) “How strongly do you believe in
Open Source Software?” 2) “How willing are you to
answer support questions about open source project?”
and 3) “If your skills match, how interested are you in
helping developers from other projects?”. Each of the
questions is scored from 1 to 5. We consider those

dGini
dGini
≥ 0 if m < m * and
< 0 if m ≥ m * .
dm
dm
Contrary to what was believed that a modular
architecture will reduce inequality in code contribution,
Proposition 4 shows that, when incorporating
heterogeneity among participants, modular architecture
could potentially increase contribution inequality due
to the strategic interactions among the programmers.

4. Empirical evidence
To test the effect of code structure on OSS
development, we use the SourceForge.net data dumps
maintained by University of Notre Dame and
Universidad
Rey
Juan
Carlos
of
Spain.
SourceForge.net is the world’s largest OSS projecthosting website. Project leaders recruit other members
and grant them access to code base so they can
contribute source code to the projects. The data source
hosted by University of Notre Dame University has
information about the software project data such as
project characteristics, developer characteristics,
developer roles, and activities at project forums and
bug tracking service, etc.2 It has been extensively used
for OSS development research [18]. However, to study
how code structure affects code contribution, we need
to know individual contributions to the source code by
each developer, and to that end, we make use of the
second dataset, the SourceForge OSS projects’ CVS
log file host by LibreSoft group at Universidad Rey
Juan Carlos in Spain. 3 At SourceForge, programmers
make changes to the source code through the
Concurrent Versioning Systems or CVS [16]. In CVS,
each change made to the source code is called a
commit, and is recorded in the CVS log file. Within
each commit, the CVS also records the lines of code
(LOC) that are changes. Thus the CVS log file

4

The two datasets use different identifiers (project IDs), but they
share the same distinct Unix project name. Thus we match the two
datasets using the Unix project name as the project identifier.

2

For more details: http://www.nd.edu/~oss/Data/data.html
3
For more details: http://libresoft.es/Results/
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The results in Table 2 reveal another interesting
pattern: as the project size (total programmers on the
project) increases, Gini coefficient increases; in other
words, contribution inequality is more severe in larger
groups than in smaller groups. As project increase in
size, it becomes increasingly costly for each group
member to monitor others behavior, and eventually the
public good is under-provided.

having an average score of 4 or higher as hackers if
they are not leaders. The summary statistics of our data
show that leaders contribute less than the onlookers
who further contribute less than the hackers, thus we
conclude that Proposition 2 is supported.
Proposition 3 predicts that as the code architecture
gets more modular, total contribution will first increase
and then decrease. We use the following OLS model to
test Proposition 3:

Table 2. Estimation Results for Proposition 4

Contribution = α1Size + α 2 Module + α 3 Module2

( 5)

+ βCharacteristics + ε

where Contribution is the total code contribution of a
project team, α are scalars and β is a vector to be
i

estimated, and ε is the error term. The results are
shown in Table 1. Models 1 and 3 do not include the
research variables Module and Module2. However, the
explanatory power increases significantly in Models 2
and 4 where Module and Module2 are included.
Moreover, in both Models 3 and 4, the coefficient on
Module is positive and significant, while that on
Module2 is negative and significant. These results show
strong support for Proposition 3.

Independent
Variables

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Project size

0.030***
(0.003)

0.032***
(0.003)

0.033***
(0.003)

0.034***
(0.003)

Module

0.180***
(0.041)

0.171***
(0.043)

0.162***
(0.043)

0.149***
(0.045)

Module2

−0.061***
(0.018)

−0.058***
(0.019)

−0.054***
(0.019)

−0.053***
(0.019)

0.312

0.355

0.315

0.350

R2

Notes: N=517. Dependent variable is Gini_commit in Model 1 and 2,
and Gini_LOC in Model 3 and 4. ***p<0.01. Model 2 and 4 further
include 34 dummy variables as in Table 1.

5. Discussion

Table 1. Estimation Results for Proposition 3
Independent
Variables

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Project size

0.262***
(0.024)

0.100***
(0.020)

0.269***
(0.028)

0.106***
(0.027)

Module

4.913***
(0.279)

4.920***
(0.376)

Module2

−1.392***
(0.123)

−1.384***
(0.165)

R2

0.350

0.641

0.308

The private-collective nature of OSS model makes
many believe that OSS model has the potential to be
applied to the development of other products than
software [15, 40, 45, 49]. However, OSS model differs
from prior models of innovations in some important
ways, and success of the OSS model depends on our
understanding of some important issues such as the
motivations of contribution and design of code
architecture, etc. In this paper, we study how OSS code
architecture could affect code contribution from
programmers. Our model explicit considers the
resource heterogeneity, various motivations of the
programmers as well as the strategic interactions
between them, thus extending the results from prior
literature [4, 25, 45]. We show that in OSS
development, onlookers do not have as high stakes as
the leaders and also lack the enthusiasms of the
hobbyists, thus they have a higher propensity to
contribute less. More importantly, our results indicate
that programmers react to the design of code
architecture strategically and, as a result, modular
architecture does not necessarily reduce contribution
inequality and in fact may increase inequality.
We make several important contributions to the
OSS literature. First, while researchers have
recognized the private benefits of OSS participants
[49], prior studies often treat OSS as a pure public
good in formal models, where the contributors do not
derive private benefits from their own contributions

0.523

Notes: N=517. ***p<0.01. Dependent variable is the Code_commit
in Model 1 and 2, and Code_LOC in Models 3 and 4. Estimated
coefficients and their associated standard errors (in parentheses) are
listed under each equation. Other control variables include 34
dummies for project characteristics such as development stage,
intended audience, operating systems, and project topics.

Next we test how modular architecture will affect
contribution inequality. We show the test results in
Table 2, and the dependent variable is the Gini
coefficient calculated from Equation (4), and the
control variables are the same as in Equation (5).
Models 1 and 2 are based on commits and Models 3
and 4 on LOC made by programmers. The results from
all the models show that coefficient on Module is
positive and significant, while that on Module2 is
negative and significant, implying that modularity first
increases the contribution inequality and then start to
reduce it after certain threshold.
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(e.g., [4, 25]). Motivations of contributors involved in
an OSS project vary significantly, and while some
mainly benefit from the final product, others may
derive benefits from the coding process itself [49].
Essential to our analysis is the presence of hobbyist
programmers, who contribute to the source code out of
their own private interests [45]. Many of these
programmers have attracted enormous attention and
have continued to gain tremendous business success
[31]. To the best of our knowledge, our research is the
first to explicitly account for both the public and the
private nature in an analytical model of OSS
development.
Second, prior studies have discussed free riding by
some programmers which endangers the healthy
development of OSS communities, they do not
distinguish between code contribution and coding
participation [4, 25]. We extend prior research by
arguing that code contribution and coding participation
are two different concepts: while two programmers
may both participate in the coding activities, the
amount of the code they contribute can differ
substantially. We believe that by studying the
contribution inequality and treating code contribution
as a continuous variable, we can gain more insight
about OSS development than focusing on free riding
alone, where contribution is considered a binary
decision.
Third, prior studies suggest that a more modular
design reduces free riding, which implies less
inequality of code contribution. Our theoretical results
show that modular architecture may either increase or
decrease inequality of code contribution, and our
empirical results confirm that inequality may increase
with modularity.
Fourth, although theoretical models examining the
effect of code architecture on code contribution exist,
we know no empirical evidence in the current
literature. In this study, we use the OSS development
data obtained from SofrceForge.net. The CVS log file
allows us to trace with developer contributed what
codes to which modules. Therefore, our study also
represents the first attempt to validate the theoretical
findings using data.
Our results also contribute to the understanding
about the management of open innovation in general.
Open innovation is attracting more and more attention
from both researchers and practitioners, and it reflects
the trend that firms and organizations increasingly rely
on external resources as well as internal resources for
innovation due to global competition and accelerated
flow and exchange of knowledge and information
across firm boundaries [6]. The idea of open
innovation has originated from OSS development [19,
50], and has quickly proliferated into other research

areas as well. Researchers suggest that one of the most
important challenges to open innovation is the design
of business models so to facilitate the innovation
process [7]. Many studies have been devoted to the
study of organizational design [11, 24], but few have
realized that product design also bears importance to
the success of the open innovation. Our results show
that modular product design can potentially enhance
the total contribution from various business partners,
thus leading to success of open innovation.
This study also adds to our understanding of
public goods in general. Provision of private rewards
for contributions to a public good has very significant
implications for the governance of collective action
projects. A major concern for governance of collective
action projects is how to discourage free-riding.
Conventional wisdom suggests that in larger group,
collective action becomes increasingly fragile [41],
since social relationships become increasingly
scattered and ephemeral, and interests becomes
increasingly diverse. When the group increases in size,
the impact of any individual’s participation in
producing the collective good is negligible, and a selfinterested, rational individual will choose not to
contribute under these conditions [21]; an individual’s
decision to shirk is spread over a greater number of
people [10], and the cost of organizing and inducing
cooperation increases as well [35]. Since OSS
development bears the public good nature, this is
validated in our empirical results as well.
Our results bear important implications for
practitioners as well. First, to induce code contribution,
it is imperative to attract the hobbyist programmers.
Research has shown that hobbyists tend to be highly
skilled, and they can potentially provide guidance to
other programmers [45]. Most importantly, they
contribute to the code base out of their own private
interests, thus their enthusiasm provides the bottom
line to the healthy development of the OSS
community. In contrast, the onlookers and the leaders
anticipate the contribution levels from the hobbyists.
The less the stock of the code base available from the
hobbyists, the more likely they tend to start to
contribute. Second, it would help to make the code
structure or the workspace more user-friendly, so that
potential programmers can make up their mind to
contribute, and a modular code structure is one of the
effective approaches to do so. Third, and most
importantly, both our theoretical and empirical analysis
suggest that although modular design can potentially
increase the level of contribution, it might be a
delusion to count on the design structure to reduce
inequality of contribution. Thus practitioners need to
explore other mechanisms that potentially can promote
equal contribution. In fact, as suggested by our model,
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several possible ways exist that can induce code
contribution. For example, potential programmers can
be introduced to the features and functions of the OSS
project so that programmers can attach more
importance to it and devote resource on it.
There are several areas for future explorations.
First, we do not differentiate between the three types of
benefits brought by the modular design: reduced
cognitive cost, lower coordination cost, and enhanced
code quality. Future studies may model and
empirically study these effects separately. Another
limitation is that we model the OSS code contribution
as a simultaneous game. Code contribution involves
constant interactions between participants, thus future
effort can extend this research by studying the
dynamics of code contribution in multiple stages.
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